
The Most Complete 
and Affordable 
Electronic MAR

Medication Management Software

te med administration.

More accurate record keeping.

More accurate tracking of con-
trolled drugs

QuickMAR simplifies and speeds up 
the process of passing medications. 
For large med passes, you may ex-
perience time savings of over 50%. 
The system improves the accuracy 
of your med passes with alarms, 
warnings and improved communi-
cations. QuickMAR features:

Shorter med passes.

Faster med check-in at cycle fills.

Alarms to keep you on schedule to 
administer the meds on time.

Alarms to prevent missed meds.

More accurate med administration.

More accurate record keeping.

More accurate tracking of con-
trolled drugs.

Easily generated med reports to 
meet state regulatory reporting re-
quirements.

Timely reordering of PRNs; never 
run out of medications again.

More accurate receipt and check in 
of medication deliveries.

Faster documentation at med re-
turn or destruction.
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Contact Information
For more information on how 
QuickMAR can meet your medication 
management needs, contact us 
today!

Phone:   1- 888-340-9866 
Email:  sales@quickmar.com

System Requirements
QuickMAR is a web-based 
techonology. All you need to get 
started is internet access and a 
laptop computer for your med cart. 

Ask your local pharmacist 
for more information.
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QuickMAR makes medication management easy

Electronic 
MAR
Bar-coded 
packages are 
scanned by 
the caregiver, 
ensuring 
that the right 
meds are 
administered. 
After each 
med pass, 
the care-
giver records 
the results, 
including exceptions, with just a few simple screen 
touches or mouse clicks. The time required for large 
med passes is reduced by as much as 50%, providing 
you more time to focus on what’s really important—
caring for your residents.

Inventory Management
The “QuickCount” module keeps an up-to-the-
minute inventory of all controlled drugs. Medication 
destruction and pharmacy returns are easily recorded.

Peace of Mind
QuickMAR’s MedAssure feature provides you the 
peace of mind to know that your medication round 
will continue even when the internet is temporarily 
unavailable. When your internet link is restored, your 
data is automatically re-synced and updated, ensuring 
that your MAR is accurate.

QuickMAR manages the entire medication life-cycle: new order entry by the pharmacy, order and delivery 
of medication, updating the MAR with changes, recording medication passes, medication destruction and 
returns, completing scheduled cycle fills, managing inventory, tracking controlled drugs, and communicat-
ing regularly with your pharmacy. 

Shows the meds due on the current 
med pass

Use barcodes to scan the meds as 
you pick them

Alarms prevent potential errors

Record results with one mouse click 

Record exceptions to the normal pass

Record treatments—BP, BG, etc.

Displays resident photo on all resi-
dent-related screens

Pharmacy interface lets your phar-
macist enter all doctor’s orders

Schedule meds at any time of day 
and any days during the week

Enter stop and start dates on a med 
order

Immediately reflects changes upon 
effective date

Flags recent changes to a person’s 
routine for one week

Robust reporting including MAR, 
TAR, Medication Disposal Log, and 
Physicians Orders Report

Fast and simple med check-in at 
cycle fill

Record your med destruction  or 
returns by scanning bar codes

Accommodates multiple med carts 
for a single facility

Secure login with custom security 
levels

QuickMAR Solutions

The Challenge
As an operator of a long-term care facility, you 
know the challenges of managing meds:

Med errors are not uncommon.
MARs can be hard to read.
Med changes can be difficult to  
communicate.
Recording results is time consuming and 
error prone.
Knowing when to re-order PRN  
medications is a challenge.
Poor communication with your  
pharmacy often causes problems.

Pharmacy Interface
Your pharmacy automatically passes new 
order information to QuickMAR. Refill re-
quests are sent at the touch of a button. All 
this and more makes your pharmacist a true 
partner in the care-giving process.
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One Solution

QuickMAR manages the entire 

medication life-cycle.
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